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Syntax slides

Below a series of slides on syntax in Matlab/Octave.
Read them through, try out in small programs if you understand
the meaning.

[Note: Feel free to use (open source, freely available) Octave instead of
Matlab. It has a (mostly) compatible syntax]
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Getting started

Getting started: Setup

Get yourself a computer to work with

I Either install Octave (freely availabe at
http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/)

I or find a computer with Matlab

I Prepare a personal directory for this course (Windows explorer
– new directory)

I Copy the file ge0.m (available on BlackBoard, in lists.zip)
to this course directory.
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Getting started

Getting started: Matlab

If you have Matlab available:

1. Start Matlab/Octave, make your course directory the current
folder

2. Open ge0.m in the editor

3. Hit the run (F5, green triangle) button

4. Explore the values in the workspace (type mA in the command
window, or mAB)

Output e.g.

>> mAB

mAB =

6 -2 2 4 16

12 -8 6 10 26

3 -13 9 3 -19

-6 4 1 -18 -34
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Getting started

Getting started: Octave
Alternatively, install Octave, freely available from

1. Start Octave, make your course directory the current folder
(use pwd to check where you are, cd to change the directory)

2. Open ge0.m in a text editor, e.g. wordpad

3. Run ge0.m from the octave window, typing ge0 followed by
pressing enter.

4. Explore the values in the workspace (type mA in the command
window, or mAB)

Output e.g.
octave:4> mAB

mAB =

6 -2 2 4 16

12 -8 6 10 26

3 -13 9 3 -19

-6 4 1 -18 -34
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Getting started

Octave
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Programming

On programming

A program consists of

I A selection of commands, gathered together in a script m-file
(cf. whatever you might type in the Matlab command window

I Some of which are function calls, either to
I Matlab pre-defined functions (see help)
I Self-programmed functions, in separate m-files, e.g. in

include/ subdirectory

Ergo: Try out commands in command window, collect them into a
script, move blocks into functions.
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Programming

Explanation

Parts of program: Explanation

Listing 1: ge0.m
%

% GE

%

% Purpose:

% Perform Gauss Elimination

%

% Date:

% 10/8/11

%

% Version:

% 0 Start program , prepare the extended matrix

%

% Author:

% Charles Bos

%

I Comments start with %, until end of line

I Use explanation, consistently, with every function, and at
beginning of script file, detailing name, purpose, inputs,
outputs (and possibly date, author, once per file)
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Programming

Preparation

Parts of program: Preparation

Listing 2: ge0.m
clear;

addpath(’include/’);

I Empty memory
I Indicate where function m-files are found. For

compatibility/robustness:

1. Use only small-caps file names
2. Do not use spaces or ‘strange’ characters, also in directory

names
3. Use relative addressing of directory (no

’c:\Documents and Folders\cbos\Matlab\Day1\include’,
but simply ’include/’

4. Use forward slash ‘/’ instead of backward slash ‘\’ (for
compatibility with Apple/Linux machines)
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Programming

Program/script

Parts of program: Program/script

Listing 3: ge0.m
% Magic numbers

mA= [ 6, -2, 2, 4;

12, -8, 6, 10;

3, -13, 9, 3;

-6, 4, 1, -18];

vB= [16; 26; -19; -34];

% Initialisation

mAB= [mA, vB];

% Check

disp (’Extended matrix mAB is: ’);

disp (mAB);

I Set the inputs (mA, vB)

I Combine them

I Give intelligible output
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Programming

Errors

Errors

1. Compilation errors: Error in the syntax of Matlab

Listing 4: ge0 error.m
??? Undefined function or variable ’mA’.

Error in ==> ge0_error at 20

mA== [ 6, -2, 2, 4; % Gives compile -time error

2. Runtime errors: Impossible computations or commands

Listing 5: ge0 error2.m
??? Error using ==> mtimes

Inner matrix dimensions must agree.

Error in ==> ge0_error at 26

mC= mA * vB’; % Gives run -time error

One error can lead to multiple messages: Start solving first in list.
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Programming

Errors

Program layout

A ‘minimal’ complete program is:

Listing 6: mattut.m
clear;

% addpath (’include/’);

disp (’Hello world’);

Contains:

1. Clear the memory at the start of the script (no dependence on
whatever you have typed before)

2. Possibly indicate where function m-files are found (turned off
here, not needed now)

3. Remainder script file is main code

Note: Matlab is scripting language; everything in the file is
executed in order.
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Programming

Errors

Help

Help on the disp function is available through

I help disp: Text only, simple description, in Matlab
command window

I doc disp: Text, with links, in Matlab help browser

I http://www.mathworks.nl/help/techdoc/: Web, and other locations

I http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/doc/interpreter/index.html: Octave
documentation, corresponds 95%.

Find your own way through...
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Programming

Errors

Statements
Listing 7: mattut2.m

clear;

% addpath(’include/’);

% Magic numbers

iN= 4;

dSigma= 0.25;

vBeta= [1; 2; 3];

% Initialisation

iK= length(vBeta );

mX= [ones(iN, 1), rand(iN , iK -1)];

% Estimation

vEps= dSigma * randn(iN, 1);

% Output

mX

(note: Stick to Hungarian, indicate type of variables)
I Automatic typing of variables
I Assignments: Integer, double, matrix-function,

matrix-constant, function result.
I Simple output statements (≡ statements without ‘;’)
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Identifiers

Identifiers
Identifiers: All names of variables, constants and functions

1. Case sensitive
2. Distinct between blocks of the program; local declaration/use,

can overrule global declaration (example: ones(3, 4),

ones=2, ones(3,4))
3. Contain [A-Z], [a-z], [0-9], [ ], and start with a letter.
4. Do use sensible names; use Hungarian notation for own sake

Type of variables:
I String
I Double (64 bits, ‘default’), or single (32 bits, don’t use)
I Integer (e.g. 32 bits), signed or unsigned
I Logical
I Matrix of doubles (‘default’)
I Cell array
I Structure
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Variables

Strings

Strings

Strings consist of one or more characters, and can be indexed, e.g.

sY= ’Hello world’;

fprintf (’sY contains %s\n’, sY);

sFirst= sY(1);

sSecond= sY(2);

iFirst= int32(sFirst );

iSecond= int32(sSecond );

fprintf (’The ascii code of %s is %i, of %s it is %i\n’, ...

sFirst , iFirst , sSecond , iSecond );

Note how sY(1) is still a string; int32(sFirst) becomes an
integer.
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Variables

Doubles and integers

Doubles and integers

dX= 6.48;

iY= 42;

Internally, Matlab defaults to doubles, try it out:

Listing 8: matintdouble.m
fprintf (’iY is of class %s\n’, class(iY));

fprintf (’dY is of class %s\n’, class(dY));

iY= int32(iY);

fprintf (’After forcing iY to integer , it is of class %s\n’, class(iY));

results in
iY is of class double

dY is of class double

After forcing iY to integer , it is of class int32
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Variables

Doubles and integers

Logical, changing type

Logicals, either true or false

bY= (iY == dY);

Will be useful later in indexing matrices
Type

I class(a): Check the type of a variable

I int32(a): Turn into signed integer

I uint32(a): Turn into unsigned integer

I double(a): Turn into a double

I char(a): Turn into a string

I logical(a): Turn into a logical variable
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Variables

Doubles and integers

Strings, doubles, integers

Matlab can combine types... Warning!

sZ= ’hello’;

sZ+3

ans =

107 104 111 111 114

char(sZ+3)

ans =

khoor

dX= 6.48;

iY= int32 (42);

Z= dX + iY % What type is Z

Z =

48

class(Z)

ans =

int32

Hence

I string + double = matrix of double ASCII values

I double + int = int (rounded result of double calculation)

Q: What might be the problem with Z= dX + iY?
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Matrices

Matrix constants: Concatenate

I [1.1, 2.2, 3.3] creates a row vector

I [1.1; 2.2; 3.3] creates a column vector

I [0, 1, 2; 3, 4, 5] creates a 2× 3 matrix

I [1:4] is the same matrix as [1, 2, 3, 4]

I You can combine constants, variables, and (outputs of)
functions: vU= [1, 2, dSigma, rand(1, 1)] is just fine

Q: Define vU as above. Print vU twice. Is the outcome twice the
same, or would you see different random uniforms in position 4?
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Matrices

Matrix creation
I Assign a matrix constant mX= [1, 2];
I Assign another matrix or function of matrices mX= mY + mZ;
I Assign the result of a standard function,

mX= eye(2); mY= zeros(2, 6); mZ= 0:0.05:1;
I Concatenate other elements

mX= [ones(2, 1), mY]; mZ= [mX; mY];

Check that the matrices ‘fit’ when you concatenate or sum.
Scalars fit everywhere in sum, not in concatenation.

Warning: Concatenating matrices is (relatively) slow, don’t do it
within a for-loop. Compare speed concat.m:

Listing 9: inefficient
mX= [];

for j= 1:iN

mX= [mX; randn(1, iK)];

end

Listing 10: efficient
mX= zeros(iN, iK);

for j= 1:iN

mX(j,:)= randn(1, iK);

end
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Matrices

Multidimensional matrices

Harder to work with, but matrices can be multi-dimensional
mX= randn(i1, i2, i3);

This gives a i1 x i2 x i3 matrix.
Likewise, an existing matrix can be extended,

mX= randn(i1, i2);

mX(:,:,i3)= 1;

The last statement extends mX with a third dimension, fills it with
0’s, and then places 1’s in mX(:,:,i3).
Q: What elements of mX are still zero after these commands?
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Matrices

Displaying matrices

Display a matrix using

I disp(mX); simple and straightforward

I printmat(mX, sName, sRow, sCol); allows for printing a
name, and row/column labels

I fprintf(’%5.2g %5.2g %5.2g %5.2g\n’, mX’); for full
control over output, specifying formating of each cell in a row.
Mind you: Transpose mX, such that the first row is outputted
first, instead of the first column (...).

Listing 11: matprint.m
mX= randn(3, 4);

disp(mX);

printmat(mX, ’mX’, ’a b c’, ’a b c d’);

fprintf(’%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f\n’, mX’);
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Cell arrays

Cell arrays
Combine both strings and data together.

Listing 12: matarray.m
sYName= ’y’;

asXNames= {’X1’, ’X2’, ’X3’};

aData= {vY, mX, sYName , asXNames };

fprintf (’aData is a %s structure of %i x %i elements\n’, class(aData), size(aData ));

fprintf (’aData (1) is a %s:’, class(aData (1)));

fprintf (’aData {1} is a (set of) %s:’, class(aData {1}) );

aData is a cell structure of 1 x 4 elements

aData (1) is a cell:

aData {1} is a (set of) double:

A convenient way to keep data and names together. NB:
I a cell array (CA) is like a matrix, also has a size.
I a CA can have multiple rows
I an element of a cell array is a cell, so aData(1) is a cell

(array) with one element, {vY}
I to access the element within the cell, use aData{1} (using

curly braces), this is the vector vY
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Structures

Structures

(Advanced use, for beautifying code. No details here)

Listing 13: matstruct.m
stData= struct(’y’, vY, ...

’x’, mX, ...

’yName’, {sYName}, ...

’xNames ’, {asXNames });

disp(’The y-variable has mean:’);

mean(stData.y);

disp(’All xNames are:’);

stData.xNames

Convenient for storing data, or results, into one variable, keeping
track of what-is-what.
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Functions

Functions

Apart from existing Matlab functions, you can write your own.
Preferably place them in a separate directory (e.g. include/).
Write each function in a separate file, with the filename equal to
the function name, followed by the extension .m:
For example:

Listing 14: onesl.m
function mOnes= onesl(iR, iC)

mOnes= zeros(iR, iC) + 1;

end

Use this function from your main script as any other function,
handing two arguments. See matones.m
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Functions

Functions: Help

Supply documentation in your function, after the heading

Listing 15: onesl.m
function mOnes= onesl(iR, iC)

% mOnes= onesl(iR , iC)

%

% Purpose:

% Create a matrix of ones

%

% Inputs:

% iR , iC integer , number of rows and columns

%

% Outputs:

% mOnes matrix of size iR x iC , with ones

Typing

help onesl

provides this text, all comments after the heading until the first
blank or executable line.
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Functions

Function arguments
I Each function can take zero or more arguments.
I A call to the function does not need to specify all arguments;

if fewer arguments are specified, the function needs to react
wisely (use predefined variable nargin to know the Number
of ARGuments coming IN.

Listing 16: onesl2.m
function mOnes= onesl2(iR , iC)

if (nargin == 1)

mX= iR; % One argument , mX

iR= size(mX, 1);

iC= size(mX, 2);

end

mOnes= zeros(iR, iC) + 1;

end

Either call this as mOnes= onesl2(3, 4); or mOnes=
onesl2(mX);
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Functions

Returning a value

I The function header specifies the outputs

I Only those outputs will be available outside the function, rest
is local

I Arguments may be changed locally, but change will not last

I Multiple returns are possible, by specifying outputs as
[out1, out2, ... ]

Listing 17: onesl3.m
function [mOnes , iSize ]= onesl3(iR , iC)

if (nargin == 1)

mX= iR; % One argument , mX

iR= size(mX, 1);

iC= size(mX, 2);

end

mOnes= zeros(iR, iC) + 1;

iSize= iR*iC;

end
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Functions

Returning a value II

Call onesl3 using either

Listing 18: matones3.m
mOnes= onesl3(mX);

[m1 , iS]= onesl3(mX);

Note: Input/output variable names do not have to line up, only
order is important.
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Functions

Subfunctions

I A function m-file can use subfunctions

I Subfunctions are additional functions in function m-file

I Only available from main function (not from the script/other
function files)

I Useful for hiding/combining code

Listing 19: include/onesl4.m
function [mOnes , iSize ]= onesl4(iR , iC)

mOnes= zeros(iR, iC) + 1;

iSize= sizel(mOnes); % Use local function

end

function iS= sizel(mX)

iS= 1;

iD= ndims(mX);

for i= 1:iD % Elaborate way of counting the number of elements

iS= iS * size(mX , i);

end

end
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Indexing

Indexing
All items with multiple components can be indexed.

Note that indexing starts at 1, as in Fortran

I mX(1, 2): Element in the first row, second column of mX

I mX(:,i): All elements of column i

I mX(4:end,i:j): The submatrix from rows 4-end and
columns i to j ; end is predefined in Matlab.

I mX(1:3,:): The first three rows of the matrix

I mX(v1,v2): Advanced: The cross-section of rows with indices
in v1 and columns with indices in v2 are given.

I mX(l1,l2): Advanced: The cross-section of rows with 1’s in
l1 and columns with 1’s in l2 are given, where l1 and l2 are
of type logical.

See matindex.m
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Indexing

Indexing II

Watch out:

I mX(end+2, 3)= 1: Extends the matrix with two rows of
zeros, and places a 1 at the indicated position. No warning
given for out-of-bounds indexing!

I mX(2, :)= []: Delete row 2 of the matrix entirely (resulting
in a smaller matrix). Strange, how assigning an empty
matrix results in a smaller left-hand side element.

I mX(4) refers to the element 4 of the matrix, after vectorizing
it by stacking the columns. Easy to miss a dimension of
the matrix without noticing; mX(4) is rather different
from mX(4,:)

See matindex_watchout.m.
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Indexing

Indexing III

Other indexing

I sName(4:7): Letters 4-7 of a string

I (int32(sName(4)): The (integer) ASCII value of letter 4 of
a string!)

I aX(2): Element 2 of a cell array; this will be a cell itself

I aX{2}: Content indexing to element 2 of a cell array; this will
be the content within the cell

I aX{2}(1,2): Element in the first row, second column, of the
matrix at element 2 of the array.
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Indexing

Operators

operator operation A B res

’ matrix transpose m × n m × n A′

^ (matrix) power m ×m 1× 1 m ×m Ab

* (matrix) multiplication n × k k ×m n × k AB
/ (matrix right) division m × n p × n p ×m (B ′\A′)′
\ (matrix left) division n × k n × p k × p (A′A)−1A′B
+ addition m × n m × n m × n A + B
- subtraction m × n m × n m × n A− B

.’ array transpose m × n n ×m A′

.* element-by-element multiplication m × n m × n m × n aijbij

./ element-by-element right division m × n m × n m × n aij/bij

.\ element-by-element left division m × n m × n m × n bij/aij
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Indexing

Operators: Special cases

I A scalar combines with every operator. Correct is 1 + mX

(add one to each element of mX)

I Note that [1, mX] is incorrect (unless mX has one row);
concatenation needs the dimensions to agree.
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Indexing

Relational and logical operators
I Comparison is done element-by-element, so mX > 0 is a

matrix of logical zeros/ones
I Use any(any(mX > 0)) or all(all(mX > 0)) to go scalar:

any(mA) checks one dimension (first over a column, then
row), any(any(mA)) goes down from 2-dim to scalar...

I For scalar and/or, use && or ||, as in
any(any(mX > 0)) && all(all(mX < 5))

Matrix relational operators Matrix logical operators
operator operation operator operation

< less than & logical-and
> greater than | logical-or
<= less than or equal to ~ logical-not
>= equal or greater than
== is equal
~= is not equal

Q: Given mX= rand(3, 3); what is size of all(mX > 0), and of
all(all(mX > 0))?
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Indexing

Logical indexing
For scalars, it is correct to write
if (dX > 0)

dY = 1;

else

dY = -1;

end

For a matrix, if (mX > 0) corresponds to if (all(all(mX >

0))), and cannot be used to find positive/negative values.
Instead, use e.g.

Listing 20: matcond.m
mlP= mX > 0; % Find positive elements , matrix of logicals

mY= ones(size(mX)); % Create mY of ones , same size

mY(∼mlP)= -1; % Indicate negative values , rest is positive

would create a matrix mY of the same size of mX, containing 1, -1
according to the sign of mX.
Very useful in creating dummies, think of probit models.
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Operator precedence

Standard, basically () ’ ^ * / ‘ + - <> & | && ||

Be careful at first, use parentheses to make sure.

Warning: Short-circuit
(a && b)

will only evaluate b if a is TRUE.
Useful in special cases:

if ((dC ∼= 0) && (dA/dC > 2))

...

→ no problem here with division-by-zero.
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for-loops

Syntax:

for index= values

statements

end

Steps in the for-loop are

1. Initialise, set index equal to the first of the values,

2. execute the statements,

3. Increase index to the next value (if there is any), and go to 2,

4. Else continue with first statement after the loop.
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Example for-loop

Listing 21: matfor.m
k= 1;

for i= 1:5

k= k*2;

fprintf (’i= %i, k= %i\n’, i, k);

end

Q: What would be the output?
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while-loops

Alternatively, have a loop with a non-predefined number of
iterations,

Listing 22: matwhile.m
k= 1;

i= 1;

while (i <= 5)

k= k*2;

fprintf (’i= %i, k= %i\n’, i, k);

i= i+1;

end

Watch out for infinite loops...
Ugly: Use of break or continue, as they make loops extremely
hard to read... Just don’t use those.
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Conditional statements

Conditional statements: If

if ( condition )

statement

elseif ( condition )

statement

else

statement

end

A condition evaluating to a fully non-zero value is considered true.
For a matrix, only if the full matrix is TRUE (i.e. non-zero), then
the result is considered TRUE. Any zero element makes it false.
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Conditional statements

Conditional statements II

Listing 23: matif.m
mX= randn(3, 4);

if (mX)

disp (’All elements of mX are non -zero’);

else

disp (’Some element of mX is zero’);

end

mX(2,1)= 0;

if (mX)

disp (’All elements of mX are non -zero’);

else

disp (’Some element of mX is zero’);

end

Dangerous, using if on a matrix. Rather use any(any(mX)) or
all(all(mX))
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Conditional statements

Conditional statements: Case

Alternative way, if you know what values i can take on:

Listing 24: matswitch.m
switch (i)

case 0

disp (’zero’);

case 1

disp (’one’);

disp (’So I said , one ...’); % Multiple statements allowed

case {2, 3}

disp (’two or three’);

case 3

disp (’three , but the previous case would show up’);

otherwise

disp (’something else’);

end
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Missing

Further topics: NaN

Not a Number, or NaN for short is the missing value which is
supported by computer hardware.

I Use NaN to represent the missing value in Matlab code.

I In a matrix, include them using vX= [1, 1, NaN, 2, NaN].

I Two missings are not equal

I Test for missings using isnan(vX)

Listing 25: matnan.m
d1= NaN;

fprintf (’d1= %g, test if d1 == NaN gives %i, isnan(d1) gives %i\n’, ...

d1, d1==NaN , isnan(d1));

fprintf (’d1/2= %g\n’, d1/2);

Any computation involving a NaN results in a NaN, so in this
example d1 / 2 is also NaN. Comparison is allowed but results in
a FALSE! Instead use isnan(d1).
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Missing

Further topics: NaN II

Combine isnan() smartly with any(), to select e.g. rows of a
matrix without missings:

I isnan(mX): returns logical matrix, indicating missings,

I any(isnan(mX), 2): returns vector, indicating rows with
missings

I mX(~any(isnan(mX), 2),:): returns rows without missings

I mX(:, ~any(isnan(mX), 1)): returns columns without
missings

See matselect.m
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Infinity

Further topics: Infinity

Infinity works likewise,

Listing 26: matinf.m
d1= Inf;

fprintf (’d1= %g, test if d1 == NaN gives %i, isinf(d1) gives %i\n’, ...

d1, d1==Inf , isinf(d1));

fprintf (’d1 - inf= %g\n’, d1 - Inf);

Note how inf - inf = NaN...
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Infinity

Some constants

Matlab includes the constants

pi π
eps floating point relative accuracy
i imaginary number,

√
−1

NaN Missing, test using isnan
Inf ∞, test using isinf

If you overwrite these variables, original is lost:

pi= 3

Exit
To exit Matlab before reaching the end of the program, use

Listing 27: matexit.m
disp (’Here I am’);

exit;

disp (’and here I’’m not’);
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Further topics: Scope
Any variable is available only within the block in which it is first
used.

Listing 28: matusex.m
function mOut= usex()

mOut= mX; % Results in error , mX not known here

end

Solution: Use global variables, when absolutely needed; there are
cases where we cannot escape it.

global g_mX;

I The global statement should occur in each block where g mX

is needed (see matusexglob.m, include/usexglob.m).

I Globals tend to lead to errors, use them sparingly

I For safety, indicate clearly what variables are global, using g_

notation
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PS

Post-scriptum:

I These slides give but an introduction to Matlab/Octave syntax

I They try to gently guide you to structure in your coding

I Check out other material as well, e.g. the Matlab Primer
(http://www.mathworks.com/help/pdf_doc/matlab/getstart.pdf)

I But most importantly: Practice...
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